VinJ: An Automated Tool for Large-Scale Software Vulnerability Data Generation
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ABSTRACT
We present VinJ, an efficient automated tool for large-scale diverse vulnerability data generation. VinJ automatically generates vulnerability data by injecting vulnerabilities into given programs, based on knowledge learned from existing vulnerability data. VinJ is able to generate diverse vulnerability data covering 18 CWEs with 69% success rate and generate 686k vulnerability samples in 74 hours (i.e., 0.4 seconds per sample), indicating it is efficient. The generated data is able to improve existing DL-based vulnerability detection, localization, and repair models significantly. The demo video of VinJ can be found at https://youtu.be/-oKoUqBbxD4. The tool website can be found at https://github.com/NewGillig/Vinj. We also release the generated large-scale vulnerability dataset, which can be found at https://zenodo.org/records/10574446.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data-driven techniques have showed great promise over traditional ones [15, 16] for vulnerability analysis. Yet the scarcity of quality data has become the main barrier for further advancing those techniques [3–5, 17, 20]. An intuitive solution is to automatically generate vulnerability data. However, existing automatic vulnerability dataset generation tools have conspicuous limitations. First, some existing tools can only generate vulnerabilities specified by developers. For instance, the framework developed by Zhang [27] can only generate one type of vulnerability, while FixReverter [28] is limited to three manually derived patterns. Learning-based approaches are also used for vulnerability generation. However, they still suffer from major limitations. For example, SemSeed [22] integrates word embedding and pattern mining to inject bugs into programs, but it is only effective for simple bug injection cases (e.g., change <= to <). Getafix [1] uses mined edit patterns to inject vulnerabilities, but lacks sensitivity to code semantics, resulting in noisy generated data. Some DL-based tools (e.g., CodeT5 [24] and Graph2Edit [26]) may be more semantics-aware, but they need large amounts of training data which makes them high-cost.

To overcome these limitations, we recently developed VulGen [19], a technique that aims at generating quality vulnerability data without large amounts of training data [19]. However, the VulGen prototype only demonstrates its effectiveness for realistic vulnerability data generation without considering the efficiency. In the pattern mining phase, all the patterns are clustered without grouping, making the pattern mining very slow. In the data generation phase, it can only generate 17.5 samples per minute on average. This seriously impedes VulGen for large-scale vulnerability data generation.

Therefore, based on VulGen, we developed VinJ, an efficient automated software vulnerability data generation tool which supports large-scale vulnerability data generation. VinJ generates vulnerability samples by injecting vulnerabilities into existing real-world normal programs based on the knowledge learned from existing vulnerability samples. Given a vulnerability training set, VinJ first fine-tunes a semantics-aware large pre-trained programming language model CodeT5 [24] to locate the statements to inject vulnerabilities. Then, VinJ mines the vulnerability-injection patterns from existing vulnerability samples. To overcome the inefficiency of the VulGen prototype, we group the edit patterns based on their root node types before the clustering. Then, we cluster multiple groups at the same time with the support of multi-process parallelization. Finally, given a normal program, VinJ locates a statement with the fine-tuned CodeT5 model and applies a pattern on the located statement to inject a vulnerability. To apply an appropriate pattern, VinJ pre-ranks the patterns rather than ranking them during the generation phase as VulGen does to significantly improve the efficiency, making VinJ support large-scale vulnerability data generation.
Figure 1: The architecture of VinJ, highlighting its three main working modules (phases).

We have implemented VinJ in Python and trained the VinJ models with 9,705 training samples. When applying on 1,078 testing samples, VinJ can generate diverse vulnerability samples covering 18 CWEs. VinJ outperforms the baseline tools and achieves 14.6% accuracy (i.e., percentage of generated samples exactly matching ground truth) and a 69% success rate (i.e., percentage of generated samples that are vulnerable, whether or not matching ground-truth), indicating that VinJ is effective for quality vulnerability data generation. VinJ is also efficient for large-scale generation: it can generate 68k vulnerability samples in 74 hours (i.e., 0.4 seconds per sample), outperforming VulGen (3.06 seconds per sample). By augmenting their original vulnerability training sets with 10% of the 68k generated samples, state-of-the-art DL-based vulnerability detection, localization, and repair models have their performance improved significantly, indicating that VinJ is practically useful.

The core technical ideas and design rationales underlying VinJ have been published in our research paper on VulGen [19]. Thus, in this demo paper, we focus on (1) the additional, important design and implementation details that are not presented in the research paper. Moreover, this tool demo papers include (2) tooling enhancement over the original VulGen prototype (e.g., the newly designed performance optimizations such as parallel pattern clustering and pattern pre-ranking), (3) extended efficiency and scalability evaluation (e.g., those metrics of the tool in large-scale data generation), and (4) much expanded practicability evaluation (e.g., assessing how the data generated by our tool help improve multiple downstream vulnerability analysis tasks, including learning-based vulnerability detection, localization, and repair). In contrast, the original research paper only evaluates VulGen in generating a small number of (963) samples from normal programs drawn from a benchmark dataset (rather than from the wild), and in improving the performance of only one downstream task (i.e., learning-based vulnerability detection). Finally, as a tool demo, (5) this paper describes how to use our tool (especially via the tool demo walk-through presented in the Appendix), which is also not in the research paper.

To the best of our knowledge, VinJ is the first efficient automated tool for large-scale diverse vulnerability data generation. Besides, as part of VinJ, we also provide the first open-source implementation of getafix [1], a commercial tool at Meta for bug repair, which is not available before. This is our another tooling contribution.

The target audience of VinJ includes any users who need large-scale vulnerability datasets for training and benchmarking data-driven vulnerability analysis models.

## 2 TOOL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 1 shows the architecture of VinJ, highlighting its inputs and outputs as well as three working phases.

### Table 1: Hyperparameters of the localization model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eb</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>db</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ds</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lr</td>
<td>2e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bs</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.1 Inputs and Outputs

To use VinJ, the users need to provide two sets of inputs: a Vulnerability Training Set of paired normal and vulnerable programs and Testing Normal Programs the users want to inject vulnerabilities.

The outputs of VinJ are the Vulnerable Programs.

### 2.2 Phase 1: Location Learning

During this phase, VinJ learns where to inject (i.e., finding injection locations) from the vulnerability training set with three modules: Differencing, Subword Tokenization, and Fine-tuning.

**Differencing.** Given the Vulnerability Training Set, VinJ first differences on the pairs of normal programs and respective vulnerable programs. For implementation, we use the diff tool in Linux to do this. It compares a pair of programs and outputs the lines changed, which are the Modified Statements. In this case, the normal program and the respective modified statements construct a pair of input and output for the localization model. These pairs allow VinJ to learn the locations where vulnerabilities may be injected.

**Subword Tokenization.** To allow the deep learning model to process the pairs, VinJ tokenizes the pairs of normal programs and the respective modified statements. It converts the text into a sequence of tokens so that the DL model can process. For implementation, we use the pre-trained CodeT5 Tokenizer from HuggingFace [25] which implements Byte Pair Encoding to do this.

**Fine-Tuning.** Finally, VinJ fine-tunes the Pre-trained CodeT5 to train a Localization Model. Given the pairs of normal programs and the respective modified statements, VinJ fine-tunes the CodeT5 model so that the model can predict a statement to inject a vulnerability given a new normal program. For implementation, we adapt the source code from VulRepair [11] as it has similar formulation to ours (i.e., transforming a text to another text). We download the Pre-trained CodeT5 from HuggingFace [25] to fine-tune it. We configure the model with the hyperparameters shown in Table 1. Since we only generate one vulnerable program given a testing normal program, we set the beam search size bs to be one. We also enable AdamW optimizer [13] which is widely used to make the training stable.
2.3 Phase 2: Pattern Mining

VinJ mines the vulnerability Injection Patterns based on Getafix [1]. It also takes the Vulnerability Training Set as the input and learns the edit patterns to convert normal code into vulnerable code.

AST Construction. Given that each vulnerability fix involves a pair of normal and the respective vulnerable program, VinJ first converts the pair of programs into ASTs. For implementation, we use srcML [6] as the AST parser, which supports C language (the language of our samples), to convert the source code into ASTs.

AST Differencing. Then, VinJ differences the pairs of ASTs to get the Concrete Edits between normal and vulnerable programs. We use GumTree [7] to get the concrete edits, following the approach in Getafix [1]. Specifically, given the pair of ASTs, GumTree compares the ASTs and finds the modified AST nodes and subtrees. The pairs of modified subtrees constitute the concrete edits.

Anti-Unification. Next, VinJ uses the anti-unification algorithm from Getafix [1] to merge similar concrete edits into Abstract Edits. For example, two concrete edits "safe_free(ptr1) => free(ptr1)" and "safe_free(ptr2) => free(ptr2)" can be merged into "safe_free(h0) => free(h0)" where h0 is a placeholder that can match any AST subtrees. Since Getafix is not open-source, we re-implement the anti-unification algorithm.

Parallel Clustering. Since there are many edits to be merged, VinJ needs to decide which two edits are merged each time. The intuition is that the merging should start from the most similar concrete edits. Thus, we further follow Getafix and re-implement the hierarchical clustering algorithm to merge the abstract edits into generalizable edit patterns. Given a set of abstract edits, VulGen enumerates all possible edit pairs to find the most similar pair. However, if the root nodes of two edits are different, the edits are the most different and thus the merging is meaningless (i.e., the merged pattern can match any code). Therefore, in VinJ, we optimize the hierarchical clustering into Parallel Clustering. Given a set of abstract edits, VinJ first clusters the edits based on the AST root node type. Then, each cluster does the hierarchical clustering independently. This not only reduces the time cost of clustering, but also enables multi-process/parallel computing which further improves efficiency. After the clustering, the mined edit patterns are the Injection Patterns with which vulnerabilities may be injected in a variety of normal programs.

2.4 Phase 3: Vulnerability Injection

In this phase, VinJ applies the trained Localization Model and the mined Injection Patterns to inject vulnerabilities into normal programs. In this process, the VinJ input is the Testing Normal Programs which are richly available in real-world projects. Through the vulnerability injection process in VinJ, the VinJ output is the Vulnerable Programs it generated.

Subword Tokenization. The testing normal programs are again fed into the subword tokenization model which is described in Section 3. For implementation, we again use the CodeT5 Tokenizer downloaded from HuggingFace [25].

AST Construction. To allow the Injection Patterns to match and apply on the code, VinJ again parses the testing normal programs into an AST. For implementation, we again use the srcML [6] tool to help accomplish this step.

Injection Localization. The tokenized programs are fed into the localization model and the model outputs the located statement, which is the text of a statement for vulnerability injection. For implementation, we use the part of source code from VulRepair [11] that was used for testing (model inference).

Pattern Pre-Ranking. In the VulGen prototype, given a testing sample, to select an appropriate pattern to apply, the patterns are ranked per the product of two scores: (1) prevalence score: the proportion of samples in the training set that can be injected vulnerabilities correctly by applying the pattern, assuming it can be applied on the correct location; (2) specialization score: the reciprocal of the number of subtrees in the testing sample that the pattern can match. However, this is very inefficient because the specialization score needs to be calculated for each testing sample. In VinJ, we optimize the pattern selection. For specialization score, we calculate the average number of subtrees that match the pattern in the training samples. This way, the pattern scores can be calculated before vulnerability injection and the patterns can be pre-ranked.

Pattern Application. With the located statement, VinJ applies the first injection pattern per the pre-ranking that can match that statement. Since the localization model outputs the statement in source code (text) form, we convert each AST subtree back into source code and compare it with the located statement. Once the source code matches, we apply the injection pattern on that AST.

3 EVALUATION

We conduct our experiments on a machine with an AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3970X (3.7GHz) CPU with 32 Cores, an Nvidia GeForce RTX 3090 GPU, and 256GB memory.

3.1 Effectiveness

To evaluate VinJ, we apply it to the existing vulnerability samples with ground truths. We combine 5 different real-world high-quality vulnerability datasets to build a dataset: Devign [30], ReVeal [5], PatchDB [23], BigVal [8], and CVEFixes [2]. We cleaned up the combined dataset by removing overlapping samples, resulting in 27,237 function-level samples. Since there are irrelevant code changes in multi-line commits for vulnerability fixing [19] and more than 40% of the vulnerabilities only need one-statement injection, we only use samples where the edits are on one statement, resulting in 10,783 samples. We split these samples with a ratio of 9:1 for training and testing as in prior work [18], resulting in 9,705 for training and 1,078 for testing.

Figure 2 shows the results of VinJ and the baselines. VinJ achieves 14.64% exactly-match accuracy, outperforming the baselines. However, it is possible that an output program is vulnerable but does not exactly match the ground truth. Thus, we randomly sample 100 of the generated programs and manually check them. Note that the sample size 100 is sizable as peer works also use 100 or less samples for similar-purpose manual validation [12, 29]. We invite three PhD students who have 2-4 years of experience in software engineering and security to label them. The manual labeling of a sample assesses if an exploit can be written to attack it [19]. We follow an inter-rater agreement procedure and qualify the agreement in terms of Cohen’s Kappa, which is a standard metric to evaluate the reliability of the assessment by different raters [9]. The Cohen’s
We evaluate the efficiency with 11.3G memory cost. In the vulnerability injection phase, the pattern pre-ranking takes 16 minutes. After that, the injection localization takes 0.22 seconds for each sample on average with up to 2.2G memory cost, and the pattern application takes 0.18 seconds for each sample on average with up to 13G memory cost. Therefore, VinJ takes 7 minutes 11 seconds to inject vulnerabilities into the 1078 testing samples, while the VulGen prototype takes 55 minutes (i.e., 3.06 seconds per sample), indicating that VinJ is efficient.

We also evaluate the scalability of VinJ for large-scale vulnerability data generation. Thus, we collect a dataset of 738,453 normal programs from 238 open-source projects. After discarding the samples that VinJ cannot inject vulnerabilities, VinJ generates 686,513 samples in 73 hours 14 minutes, with up to 96G memory usage, indicating that VinJ is scalable.

Kappas between the three participants are 0.7877, 0.7476, and 0.6826, indicating substantial [14] reliability of the manual checking. On average, the three raters label 69% of the generated programs as vulnerable, while the baselines only achieve 13-50% success rate, indicating VinJ is promising to generate vulnerabilities.

We also assess whether VinJ is able to inject a variety of vulnerabilities during the manual labeling. Figure 3 shows the distribution of VinJ’s generated data. VinJ covers 18 different CWEs where the distribution is similar to real-world CWE distribution [21], indicating that the generated data is diverse.

### 3.2 Efficiency and Scalability

We evaluate the efficiency VinJ’s major modules (other modules take negligible time and memory). The fine-tuning module can do 8.18 iterations on average, and thus the whole fine-tuning on the 9,705 samples with 10 epochs takes 3 hours 17 minutes, with up to 5.5G memory usage. The AST construction and differencing modules take 1.2 seconds on each sample on average. We enable 60-process configuration and thus the whole AST construction and differencing on the 9,705 samples take only 162 seconds, with up to 73G memory cost (1.21G per process on average). The anti-unification and parallel clustering take 1 hour 17 minutes with up to 22.6G memory cost to cluster these concrete edits with our optimization while the VulGen prototype takes 19 hours 24 minutes with 11.3G memory cost. In the vulnerability injection phase, the pattern pre-ranking takes 16 minutes. After that, the injection localization takes 0.22 seconds for each sample on average with up to 2.2G memory cost, and the pattern application takes 0.18 seconds for each sample on average with up to 13G memory cost. Therefore, VinJ takes 7 minutes 11 seconds to inject vulnerabilities into the 1078 testing samples, while the VulGen prototype takes 55 minutes (i.e., 3.06 seconds per sample), indicating that VinJ is efficient.

We also evaluate the scalability of VinJ for large-scale vulnerability data generation. Thus, we collect a dataset of 738,453 normal programs from 238 open-source projects. After discarding the samples that VinJ cannot inject vulnerabilities, VinJ generates 686,513 samples in 73 hours 14 minutes, with up to 96G memory usage, indicating that VinJ is scalable.

### 3.3 Practical Usefulness

We practically apply the generated vulnerability samples to improve the training of DL-based downstream vulnerability analysis models. We extensively consider three tasks—vulnerability detection, localization, and repair—while the original VulGen paper focuses solely on detection [19]. For models, we utilize LineVul [10], a vulnerability detection and localization model, and VulRepair [11], a vulnerability repair model. To improve the training of the models, we augment their original training sets by incorporating 10% of the 686,513 generated samples, along with additional normal samples to balance the dataset. The 10% usage is due to scalability considerations for downstream task models. To simulate the real-world vulnerability analysis scenario, we use a third-party testing set ReVeal [5] to leverage independent testing. Figure 4 shows the significant improvements of the three tasks with the generated samples. The default metrics for the three tasks—F1, top-10, and top-1 accuracy—show improvements from 4.61% to 5.42%, 48.84% to 53.43%, and 8.55% to 11.07%, respectively. This shows the practicability of the generated samples.

### 4 LIMITATION

There are several major limitations of VinJ. The first limitation is that it relies on the AST parser srcML [6]. At the same time, the implementation of VinJ is based on the AST format for C language. Thus, it can only work with C programs with the current implementation. The second limitation is that the injection patterns only work on a single statement. Although this is less restrictive than existing tools that only handle even smaller edits (e.g., token-level [22]), single-statement edits do represent a substantial portion of real-world vulnerability introduction [19]. The third limitation is that, it cannot guarantee the output vulnerability-injected programs are indeed vulnerable, thus the generated data can still suffer from noise (although the noise is less than peer works such as D2A [29], which has only 53% success rate while ours achieves 69%).

### 5 CONCLUSION

We have developed VinJ, an automated tool that generates vulnerable code by injecting vulnerabilities into existing real-world normal programs, which are richly available. VinJ effectively uses existing high-quality vulnerability samples to train effective vulnerability injection models. VinJ is able to generate large-scale and quality vulnerability data. Our empirical experiments show that VinJ is effective in vulnerability injection and outperforms baseline approaches. It is also efficient to generate large-scale vulnerability datasets which are practically useful.
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APPENDIX: VINJ DEMO WALK-THROUGH

In this section, we walk through the demo process of VinJ and use illustrative screen-shots to show the usage of VinJ.

1. INSTALL VINJ

To install VinJ, we first set up the environments and install dependencies that VinJ needs. Then, we clone the VinJ repository to start the experiments.

- Step 1. Download and install Java>=11 through this link.
- Step 2. Download and install srcML through this link.
- Step 3. Download and extract our specific gumtree-lite.zip from figshare.
- Step 4. Set the environment path for our specific gumtree-lite:

  ```
  export GUMTREE=YOUR_GUMTREE_PATH
  export PATH=$PATH : $GUMTREE
  ```

- Step 5. Download and install the Python>=3.6 through this link.
- Step 6. Install the following Python dependencies for the localization model:

  ```
  pip install transformers
  pip install torch
  pip install numpy
  pip install tqdm
  pip install pandas
  pip install tokenizers
  pip install datasets
  pip install gdown
  pip install tensorflow
  pip install scikit-learn
  ```

- Step 7. Download and install PyPy3 through this link to improve the efficiency.
- Step 8. Clone or download the VinJ repository to the local directory.

2. USE VINJ

In this section, we demonstrate the usage of VinJ for vulnerability dataset generation. Because of the repository size limit on GitHub, we only include a small set of training and testing samples in the repository. The training and testing experiments on the small dataset can be easily run by the scripts (i.e., the .sh files in the repository) provided. We first train and test the localization model with the following script:

```
source loc_train_test.sh
```

Figure 5 shows the run-time log of the localization model training and testing. The localization model correctly predicts 25.8% of the vulnerability injection locations.

Then, we extract the injection patterns with the following script:

```
source pattern_train_demo.sh
```

Figure 6 shows the run-time log of pattern extraction. We can see that VinJ extracts and clusters many injection patterns.

Finally, we test the extracted patterns and the trained localization model on the testing set using the following script:

```
source pattern_test_demo.sh
```

Figure 7 shows the run-time log of pattern extraction. We can see that VinJ uses the extracted patterns to inject vulnerabilities into the programs.
To do complete training and testing, we can download the full training and testing datasets for localization and pattern mining/ap-
application through the following line. Then replace the respective folders and files with the demo ones.

To make the process simpler, we can also directly download the trained localization model and patterns for testing, by download them in the following link. We can also directly run the script to automatically download models and inject vulnerabilities on our testing set:

```
source pattern_test.sh
```

After this process, the vulnerability-injected samples are outputted to ./pattern_mining_application/generated/.
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